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NEW BREED AFRICA can only provide for artists as many opportunities for performance
to artists as are available and as they see the need according to nature and genre of
music/arts.
NEW BREED AFRICA is not to create inexistent platforms for artists or struggle to put
artists on platforms they have no access to or struggle to put an artist on all NEW
BREED AFRICA platforms. This is because NBA works for the promotion of many artists
and not just the promotion and exposure of an individual on every platform she is
directly or indirectly linked to in terms of organizing, consulting, animating etc. both
internal and contracted
NEW BREED AFRICA will not be held responsible for any clashes with your label and or
management if you register without their knowledge. In this wise, we advise your team
looks at these documents, agrees and signs.
NEW BREED AFRICA is not responsible for failure for an artist to pass on a designated or
negotiated show due to uncontrollable situations. Though we guarantee respect and a
fair treatment of our artists.
NEW BREED AFRICA is in no way taking the place of your management or record label
over your career but only play the role of exposure and promotion of artists on their
internal and external platforms or recommending to shows as contacted.
NEW BREED AFRICA is ready to work this out only with artists that respect societal
ethics and morals, decency, integrity and dignity of humanity. That is to say that we will
only work with artists with a positive impact and an exemplary life in society, whom we
can freely and proudly recommend without any fear of ruining the dignity of our vision
and mission.
Registration is a nonrefundable fee of 5000frs for all artists renewable yearly.
Artists are required to fill a manual form with any approved NEW BREED AFRICA
executive member and pay in the money. Then check your email addresses for
confirmation or call and or write the office of NEW BREED AFRICA for notification and
confirmation
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